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GEECCO dissemination report
from the joint WP8-WP10 site-visit at Politechnika Krakowska (PK)
30-31.01.2020 Krakow
On 30-01-2020 an joint WP8-WP10 site-visit by Claudia Schredl (GESIS) and Bente
Knoll (B-NK) for PK GEP Core Team and Meeting with PK Rector took place at
PK, Krakow
The Workshop started at 8.30 a.m. with presentation and discussion on Findings and
Recommendations of the Interim Evaluation Report (IER). Next Claudia Schredl
presented Priority Setting of Recommendations from Interim Evaluation Report.
At 10.00-10.30 an appointment of Claudia Schredl (GESIS) assisted by Lidia Zakowska
(PK) with PK Rector has started. Claudia Schredl (GESIS) presented the main points of
the interim evaluation and discussed the way how PK may overcome difficulties in GEP
implementation at PK. PK Rector was not fully satisfied and did not agreed with the
interim evaluation findings presented before (both in English and in Polish versions).
Three main recommendations related to decision-makers were discussed, and he
offered the next executive meeting with PK GEP Core Team leader Lidia Zakowska next
day in the morning.
From 10.45-16.45 the Workshop was run by Claudia Schredl (GESIS) and Bente Knoll
(B-NK) for PK GEP Core Team. The main activities covered Development of Goals for
the Implementation of the Recommendations, followed by Interactive Working Session:
Concrete Gender Equality Plan for Actions. Finally, PK Core Team was working on
identification of further needs for support to implement elaborated Actions for PK. The
Workshop findings and results were discussed in details by Zofia Bryniarska, Sabina
Pulawska-Obiedowska and Lidia Zakowska (PK) with evaluator Claudia Schredl
(GESIS) and facilitator Bente Knoll (B-NK).

Photo1. Meeting of Claudia Schredl (GESIS) and Lidia Zakowska (GEP PK) with Professor Jan
Kazior, Rector of PK in rector office.
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Photo.2. Workshop by Bente Knoll (B-NK) and Claudia Schredl (GESIS) for GEP Core Team
PK

31-01-2020: EXECUTIVE MEETING of PK GEP Core Team leader Lidia Zakowska
with PK Rector Jan Kazior.
EXCECUTIVE MEETING on 31-01-2020 took place at 9.00 a.m. at PK rector office.
This meeting with Rector PK Prof. Jan Kazior went well and pretty successive:
1. Lidia has prepared and presented first document, the written request for systematic
collecting and publishing PK statistical data, divided by sex, W/M. Rector accepted this
and gave his Agreement by signing.
2. The second document also was prepared and presented, the written request for
creating the position of CONSULTANT FOR EQUALITY, as halftime job at PK. Rector
has agreed, after discussion, only to include the responsibilities and tasks of the
proposed Consultant in the joint position of the Academic Mediator, as applications for
this mediator are right now being proceeded. There are already 3 applications, the
deadline is next days, so we will see how this will be arranged, soon.
It was an important step in building GEP at PK and a step toward GEP building success,
because those two decisions fulfill two main recommended actions in interim evaluation
report.
It has been concluded by GEP PK Core Team leader and PK Rector that dedicated
representatives of PK senate, which are planned to be nominated next month, will
monitor the next steps and progress.
Prof. Lidia Zakowska, GEP PK Core Team leader

Please visit us at http://www.geecco-project.eu, subscribe to our newsletter and stay
tuned through Twitter and LinkedIn.
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